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The electronic unit is made with integration
capacitors or with current-te-voltage converters (more
sensitive) for every wire followed by an analog
multiplexor for every plane. It allows to display the
beam profile on the oscilloscopes of the main console
via the SOS (Signal Observation System) or to process
these profiles with a CAMAC microprocessor .
The nain problem Is that the '1res are fragile and
are often destroyed by fusion if
-> beam power is too
high or by atom pulling out if
s intensity is too
high. So, we are trying to improve
.em by changing the
materials, the size and the tens ici of wires and by
using springs but without hoping much Improvement. It
is why we are designing an electr-nic device which
automatically reduces the beam i; -'nsity when it
becomes dangerous for the wires.

1. SUMMARY
This paper describes the bean diagnostics sat at
GANIL In 1986 or
being designed at present. After
reminding of the control system which allows to use
these diagnostics efficiently, we give
a brief
technical description of any beam diagnostics which are
used from the control room to tune and to control the
accelerator. Lastly the probe locations along the bearlines and inside the cyclotrons are shown on drawings.
This paper exists with few illustrations as a CAN IL
internal report ',
2, BEAM DIAGNOSTICS CONTROL SYSTEM"' "
Any beam diagnostics can be used from the main
console . Every beam diagnostic device la controlled :
- either directly bv the main control computer via
the CAMAC interface and a serial loop (ex : current
transformers , position probes),
- or by a CAMAC autonomous controller made with a
eoaO or, more recently, a 6BK microprocessor. These
autonomous controllers are Linked to the main computer
via ?he CAMAC interface during the operation or uBed
with a local console during the maintenance (ex : phase
and profile monitors).
The operators can use these beam diagnostics :
- either one by one by selecting what they want
with a touch-panel, then by using buttons and shaft
encoders to control it and TV monitors to display the
data (ex : to control the probe position and to read
the beam intensity),
- or with programs which achieve sophisticated ac
tions such as (among more 100 of them) :
* measuring the beam phase law inside the SSC and
Batting -the trim coll currents to get the good
isochronisn,
* optimizing the injection or extraction transmission,
* measuring the beam emittance.
A few data may be more convenient in aome cases if
they are analog. So, these data are sent to the console
through an analog multiplexer (SOS) controlled by the
control computer via the CAMAC interface. They are
displayed on oscilloscopes (ex : beam profiles, beam
time structure) or on recorders
(beam phase or
intensity).
The probe safety against the beam power is
provided by a programmable controller whose
status
can be read by CAHAC.

Another way which la » considered is the use of
electrons -mitted by the residual gaz ionisation and
detected by a microchannel plate. The first tests are
full of promise ' ••.
A second and important utlllzat.-n of these
monitors Is the beam emittance measurement Two methods
are used at present :
- by moving a slit in front of a profile
nitor, that
allows to gat the 3hape of the emittance,
- by computing from three consecutive beam
oflles. In
this case, we suppose that the beam en,* ctance is
elliptic.
4 s ta tiens are equipped to measure the beam
emittanceiflg 3 ) .
4

These wire monitors are not suited to control the
beam position after the tuning because of the bean loss
(up to 5 % a monitor) and their fragility. So, we are
designing a capacitive position monitor . The first
tests have sh-iwn that we may expect very good
characteristics (60 dB beam intensity range with the
same gain, working down to 10 enA , 0.5 mm accurate).
l i

In the SSC'stflg 1)
In each sector, thsre is a probe which moves
through the yoke from the first turn up to the
extracted turn. Three probes have a head with a finger
which gives the radial beam profile and one has three
fingers which estimate the vertical beam position.
These heads are cooled directly with water and the
small fingers indirectly with beryllium o x y d e .
The characteristics of the mechanical system are:
- range : 2.5 n
- resolution : 0.5 mm
- maximal speed : 25 mffl/s
s,T

3 POSITION AND PROFILE MONITORS
In the beam lines
To tune the posi tion and the focus of beam, we
have got 50 profile monitors in the beam lines of the
accelerator and 60 in the experiment area(flg 3).
These monitors are made with multiwire planes
which give the vertical and th» horizontal profjles.
These wires, made with golden tungsten, 20 /i m large,
are 0.5 or 1 or 1,5 mm distant according to the
location. They are directly soldered on a teflon
printed circuit. ' A high voltage ring extracts the
secondary electrons '.

•i

A small range probe gives the radial profile and
position of the last orbits juat ijefore the extraction
deflector. As measuring with this probe is long, we
have developped a mu^tiwire profile monitor which
detects the last turns. It allows to adjust the turn
separation quickly,
To adjust the beam position in the injection and
extraction channels, we use kinds of diaphragms located
In front of these channels and also the movable probes

-

for the extraction- An improvement of Shis system is
necessary because It is not sufficient to know ".ell Che
beam orbit in the Injection and extraction lines, vhlch
makes difficult a good tuning without beam loss, tfe are
considering setting up new diaphragms with small
fingers to get the radial and vertical position of the
beam loss point, and capacitive position probes between
Injection elements to know the precise ln-imi jnu;l l.I.m at
the channel Inputs.
4. BEAM CURRENT MONITORS
Interçeptlva probes
In the beam lines, we use the classical Faraday
cups, some have been made by NTG
(west
geman
manufactory) and some new ones have just been made by
GANIL with a permanent magnettfig 2 ) .
In the SSC's. we use the-movable probes to measure
the Internal beam current, this measurement being right
because the magnetic field stops the electron emission.
We have a Faraday cup at the SSC center too (fig 1 ) .
Any
beam
current
eon
be
read
wi th
current-to-vol tag* converters.They have two outputs
(high and low gains) and a current loop to calibrate
them and teat the continuity from the target up to the
control room, The resolution la limited at about 1 enA
by the random leakages In the cooling water circuit.
Hon lnterceptlve probes :
Though the Faraday cups are very useful to measure
the beam Intensity with accuracy, in routine wo prefer
to use the beam current transformers which are not
Interceptive .
11

These current transformers were installed along
the béa» lines last year and wi'.l be installed this
year at the input of each experiment room (fig 2 ) .
The mechanical assembly has been designed to
reduce the different causes of noise. In particular,
three shielding» (from inside to outside : aluminium,
«umetal, soft Iron) reduce the electromagnetic
interference and a suspension cancels the vibration.
The
electronic
device
consists
of
a
current-to-voltage convertor and a synchronous detector
locked on the low frequency beam pulsation . This
pulsation Is natural with the PIG source ( x 200 Hz) or
made with a beam chopper when the ECR source Is used
(530 Hz at present). A current loop allows to calibrate
tha detector.
The resolution would be less than 1 enA if all the
parasitic noises had been cancelled but there are still
Some left and, in particular, the sounds which disturb
the transformer by microphonic effects.
In practice, the resolution is :
- from 2 to S enA with the PIG source because
there are many parasitic noises which have the same
frequency as the source pulsation.
- less than 1 enA or than S enA according to the
duty cycle of the pulsation with an ECR source.
Researches are in progress to improve these
performances.
These transformers have become indispensable to
watch
the accelerator efficiency because the beam
current given by them is displayed ail the time. Yet,
their accuracy Is not sufficient to get an accurate
measurement of the SSC efficiency. So, we are
designing a differential current transformer which will
give the SSC beam loss directly with a resolution
better than 1 X of the total beam intensity. We shall
be able to get the SSC efficiency with a good accuracy.

;i
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Electron Emission Probes
Most of Che bunch length probes use the secondary
electron emission produced by the beam on a target or a
wires-'.
t
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cups made by NTG. The electron current is picked by a
high voltage grid, that allows
to increase
the
sensivity and to make the inductive effect smaller.
The signal is sampled after an amplification
(I GHz bandwlth) to obtain a signal with a cycle
frequency of 0.3 Hz (pulsed PIG source) or 23 Hz
(continuous SC? source) • This low frequency signal is
easy to send and to display in the control room via the
SOS. Its acquisition by the control cenputer via the
CAMAC interface is going ':o be set. That will allow to
compute the bunch
length according
to different
criteria (at the half height, for 95 » of the pulse
area,.,.) and to eliminate the subjectivity of a visual
measurement,
u

A new probe was developped last year . It la very
sensitive because the target has a trapezoidal shape
which Increases the -l-ctron emission . 10 ' pps la
enough to do a good measurement. Its time response Is
less than 300 ps with the same electronic device as
before but improved (2 GHz bandwith).
1

înslde the _SSC (fig 1) we use i special probe
which ts sec -sn one of the movable yoke probes . It
consists of two kinds of combs which are interlaced*.
One of them is connected to the inner conductor of
the coaxial cable and is polarised negatively (-500 V!
to ex trac t the e!ec trons from 1tsel f toward the a ther
comb which is connected to the grounded conductor. This
electron -"lission is not disturDed hy »:he magnetic
field because te is parallel to the comb plane.
m

These probes are mainly used
to study
the
accelerator tuning and to understand its behaviour
better but they are more and more used in routine
during the tuning time.
With the SSC internal probe, we can measure :
- the Injected bunch length to study the SSC phase
acceptance,
- the accelerated bunch length to see the effects
of the phase compression,
- Che central phase on each turn to refine the
phase law because this probe is considered as the lBth
SSC phase probe (see 5 6 ) .
With the bean line probes, we can measure :
- the energy spread to optimize it.
- the correlation between the phase extension and
the energy inside the bunch (longitudinal omittance),
- the effect of the buncher. The bunch length
measurement on a probe simulating in position the SSCI
center allows to adjust the phase and voltage of the
buncher quickly and accurately.
Xray Emission Probe ;
iiM

A second method consists in detecting with a
mlcrochannel plate the Xrays produced by the beam on a
thin target. An electronic device records the arrival
time of Xrays on a multichannel analyser. The time
spectrum obtained on the analyser represents the time
structure of the bunch . The time resolution is very
good (200 ps about) and the sensitivity is almost
without limit.
This probe is located just befor- the experiment
area and is mainly useful to verify the time structure
of the beam provided to the physicists and to optimize
it when that Ls possible (fig ?.),
This probe allows to detect very low intensity
beams that the physicists sometimes ask for.

6, BEAM CENTRAL PHASE MONITORS
Description : "•• •»•*•'
The knowledge of the beam central phase is
«ssentlal for tuning and controlling the bean at GANIL.
In the beam lines, there «re 8 capacitive probes
which consist of a cylindrical «leetrode charged by a
high impedance ampllfier(fig 2 ) ,
In the SSC's there is a set of 15 pairs of plane
•leetrodes charged by SO oh»s and located along a
radius between two sectors (fig 1 ). The bunch length
probe set on a movable probe can be used as a 16th
central phase probe.
For each probe in the beam lines and for each set
of probes in the SSC's, there Is an electronic unit
which detects the central phase and the amplitude of
the bean. This detection is made with two synchronous
detectors in quadrature locked on the double frequency
of the injector RF. They give the components X and Y of
the second harmonic of the probe signal. These
detectors are made with analog multipliers. All these
units are controlled by a CAHAC microprocessor which is
linked to tha main computer and to the consoles.

t

We can make two types of measurements.
- the phase absolute measurements which give the
components X and y of tha beam vector by making the
difference between the vector with beam and the vector
without beam, therefore the phase and amplitude of the
bean by computing them.
• the phase relative measurements which give the
beam phase variation and the beam intensity versus the
time. A delay line is adjusted to make Y a 0 at the
initial time and get the phaae variation directly from
Y/X and the amplitude from X.
The actual resolution >*•• |F1F degree*) Is "jufficlent for the GANIL beam. It depends on the beam energy
W(HeV/A) (except in SSC's), on the beam intensity
I(enA) and on the band with B(Hs) of the measurement
signal by following formulas :
In the beam lines : 1. 6q> - \f§.t/w~
In the SSC's
it.5ft - 0.3JC"
Two examples with a 10 Hz bandwith :
- in the beam lines, we get a resolution of 0.1
degree with a 100 enA beam at 10 MeV/A,
- in the SSC's, we get a resolution of 1 degree
with a beam of 1 enA . that is enough to adjust the SSC
phase law.
The offset drift is leas than 0.2 degree for the
relative measurement and the accuracy Is less than 1
degree for the comparative absolute measurement between
probes. The true phase absolute measurement with the
accelerator RF as reference is very difficult to make
and Its accuracy Is low (5 degrees).
Use : "

>
/*
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These central phase measurements have two uses :
the accelerator tuning and, this one made, its
controlling.
For the accelerator tuning, we use the phase
Measurements :
- to tune Che phase of the buncher before SSCI by
recovering the same beam phase at the SSCI input after
the buncher is switched on. We rather use the bunch
length measurement now (see § 5 ) ,
- to adjust the SSC magnetic field topology to
obtain the good phase law,
- to recover a good accelerator tuning after a
•hut-down because the beam phases are used as tuning
references,
- to optimize the beam energy by measuring the
difference of the beam phaae between two probes.

As any shift of the accelerator tuning Induces a
beam phase shift, we watch the beam phase permanently
at the input and the output of each cyclotron to
control the tuning. Some parameters are very sensitive
(SSC magnetic field and RF level mainly). So, four beam
phase lock loops compensate their shift .
- Two loops keep the beam phase di ffsrence
constnnt bot-wecn thf> S:îC output «fid the 5SC input hy
modifying the SSC magnetic field level .
- One loop keeps the bean phase constant at the
SSCI input by modifying the Injector HF level and one
at the S5C2 Inp'jt by modifying the stripper voltage .
These feedback loops are efficient and wake the
beam very stable and the operation nor- confortable.
Yet,
these
loops
are r-jdlmentary
because
they
co-apencate the shifts of all
the parameters by
modifying one of them only. That may Indue? J tad
tuning after a while. So, they are only a help but they
do not replace the operators.
7. COUNTING SYSTEM OF BEAM TURNS IN SSC's
It Is not possible to know the number of turns
with the movable yoke prob*3 inside S3C2 because the
turns overlap en* another, and yec. It Is necessary to
know the n'-nDO-r of turns to be ahle to fenake the 3Qme
tuning of S3C2 every tine.
A device ha3 been
designed to do that" . 'ie
detect the beam intensity it rhe Input and output of
the SSC from the phase canaci tl v» prcbes vl th a fast
synchronous detector and a !ast numeric oscilloscope.
Then, we compute the -ross correlation function between
these two oerni 1 n tens 1t i.?3 with an -app 1 e II. If the
beam has a random 3truc ture --1th a large frequency
spectrum ( •*. 3 MHzl, *he -naximum of this function is
obtained for the time of flight x between these two
probes. From >, , we can -jeduce the right number of
turns. TIIP bnnm m m Inn? strur'iirf in nnhnr.it with a PTfî
source and made arfciflclDlJy by modulating the ECU
injection line buncher RF level with a noise source
when the ECR source is used.
A signal to noise ratio as low as 0.5 or even less
allows to get a good result, which is obtained with a
20 enA beam intensity jn 5SC2 .
We also use this system with SSCI because it is
faster (a f^w seconds) than jslng the movable probes
(about 3 minutest.
Soon, we shall use the Internal bunch length probe
located at the last turn instead of the output phase
probe to be able to compute the number uf turns without
extracting the beam.
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